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We wish to acknowledge the traditional 
custodians of the land upon which we meet 
today, the mouhenenner people of nipaluna, 
as well as other palawa and pakana people 
across lutruwita. We also acknowledge all 
First Nations people across this country 
who have cared for Country for thousands 
of years. We acknowledge the deep 
connection First Nations people hold to 
land, sky, water, and all that is Country. We 
value and respect the relationships 
developed through listening to and hearing 
the stories they are able to share. 

Acknowledgement of 
Country 



An activity to orientate us

R. Anders map of Tasmania from ‘Tasmanian Aborigines, A history since 1803.’ L. Ryan 2012





Elevator pitch 

What is an Elevator Pitch?
An elevator pitch quickly summarizes an ideas, product or service during a short 
journey in an elevator

Have a go at creating an elevator pitch for your place

Turn and share with the person next to you. 

Elevator panel with Braille (cropped) - Elevator pitch - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elevator_pitch#/media/File:Elevator_panel_with_Braille_(cropped).jpg


So now with a Geographers hat on, what is 
your elevator pitch? 

Distance Climate Orientation
Demography Vegetation Topography Landmarks

Height above sea level



Deep listening (dadirri), Slow looking

Noticing intently, with purpose

See: using your eyes 
Hear: your ears will help

Smell: you might need your hands…
Feel: only with your fingers? 
Balance: how does this fit? 

Document your noticing



Explanation of provocations provided
The next section we'll look at why place is relevant to pedagogy in the HASS 
curriculum.  Version 9 will be referenced. 
Keeping in mind that the  Australian Early Years Learning Framework and Reggio 
Emilia inspired educators see the child as:
• capable
• competent 
• users of a hundred languages
• active citizens
Shouldn’t our older primary school children be seen in the same way? 
As adults we need to listen to the child’s languages, hear their languages, and 
facilitate their dreams.  



How do our provocations relate to the 
HASS curriculum & therefore the importance of 
place in a child’s learning?

Birth to 5: Early Years Learning Framework lists Belonging, Being, 
Becoming, as three important lenses for learning to be viewed through. 
Prep/Foundation: focus is on “my personal world” This builds on the EYLF. Students 
discuss and share personal observations and perspective on their…special places, 
contributing to their sense of identity, connection and belonging. 

Y1: focus is on “how my world is different from the past and can change in the 
future”. They consider how places change over time and the ways different groups of 
people can care for places, including how First Nations Australians care for 
Country/Place. 

Y2:  focus is on “past and present connections to people and places”. They learn 
about the ways local people and places are connected to people and places at broader 
scales within their region, state or territory. Students explore how places have meaning to 
people and the connection First Nations Australian have with local Country/Places.



Curriculum continued......
Y3:  focus is on “diverse communities and places, and the contribution 
people make”. …the diversity of people and places in their local community 
and beyond, and how people participate in their communities. 
Y4: focus is on “how people, places and environments interact, past 
and present”.  …interactions between people, places and environments over 
time and space and the effects of these interactions. Students examine the ways 
in which environments are important to people and animals, as well as the ways 
people sustainability allocate and manage renewable and non-renewable 
resources. 
Y5: focus is on “Australian communities – their past, present and 
possible futures.” Students explore the human influences on the characteristics 
of a place and the way spaces in the Australian landscape are managed, including 
the management of severe weather events. 
Y6: focus is “Australia in the past and present, and its connections with a 
diverse world”. Students explore the geographical diversity of the Asian region 
and how our interconnections with other countries change people and places. 
Foundation to Year 6 references from Version 9: Australian Curriculum 



What does place bring to your HASS teaching? 

Connection Relevance Emotion & Active Citizenship 

Through providing opportunities for learners to connect to place 
or Country, to belong somewhere, students begin to see how their 
actions can change or influence an outcome. 
For each person to identify a place of importance a connection is 
established. Through this connection a relevant entry point is 
created into the development of knowledge and skills to heal or 
care for Country or place.  
Through a connection to place or Country we learn to see, feel, 
think, question and know why we need to belong to, live in and 
with, and advocate for sustainable societies.  



How can you include place in your HASS 
learning program without adding ‘another 
thing’ to your teaching? 

Learning outside leads to engaged children – there are physiological 
reasons to explain how we are more attentive outside.

Whole body learning and sensory engagement provides connection 
and relevance to content

Outdoor learning can occur within the school grounds without 
requiring excursion planning and the risk assessments. 

Active Citizenship, Citizen Science, Whole School Inquiry, Project 
Based Learning, Learner Assets (Kath Murdoch)



How can you increase your own connection to  
place?
• Be present 
• Use your senses – all of them, 
• Draw or write – document your observations or noticings
• Understand those who live where you visit, and remember YOU are a visitor 

to THEIR home!
• Become a citizen scientist



Helpful resources 

Tasmanian Pedagogical framework - 
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Teacher%20Learning%2
0Centre%20Library/Pedagogical%20Framework.pdf 
DoE Child and Student Wellbeing Strategy - 
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Shared%20Documents/
Child%20and%20Student%20Wellbeing%20Strategy.pdf 
Tasmanian First Nations culture and practice - https://www.theorb.tas.gov.au/ 
Reggio Emilia Approach- https://www.reggiochildren.it/en/reggio-emilia-approach/ 
100 languages -  
https://www.reggiochildren.it/en/reggio-emilia-approach/100-linguaggi-en/ 
Sustainable Development Goals - https://sdgs.un.org/ 
Examples of texts on display

https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Teacher%20Learning%20Centre%20Library/Pedagogical%20Framework.pdf
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Teacher%20Learning%20Centre%20Library/Pedagogical%20Framework.pdf
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Shared%20Documents/Child%20and%20Student%20Wellbeing%20Strategy.pdf
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/library/Shared%20Documents/Child%20and%20Student%20Wellbeing%20Strategy.pdf
https://www.theorb.tas.gov.au/
https://www.reggiochildren.it/en/reggio-emilia-approach/
https://www.reggiochildren.it/en/reggio-emilia-approach/100-linguaggi-en/
https://sdgs.un.org/


When I learn outside I am engaged with…

Calculating Measurement Absorption Country Risk Arranging 
Distance Belonging Caring Creative Thinking Senses Community 
Autonomy Culture Initiative Calm Literacy Conservation Depth 
Negotiation Density Experimentation Friction Friendship Classification 
Speed Force Height Independence Action Investigation Cause and 
Effect Listening Life Cycles Mass Construction Balance Movement 
Creatures Matching Nature Space Nurturing Numeracy Seasons 
Ordering Patterning Animals Problem Solving Plants Questioning 
Reaction Change Resilience Regulation Method Representation 
Suspension Size Shape Myself and Others Scientific Temperature 
Team Work Texture Volume Vibration Weight Weather 
Collaboration Displacement Suction Relationships Fungi Erosion 
Water Sky Earth Place Connection Wellbeing Critical Thinking Ethics 
Capability Identification Insects Chemical Reaction Adaption Gravity 
Manipulation Physics Evaporation Responsibility Invention Design 
Co-operation Language Light Observation Planning Speech Inertia 




